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The replication cycle of  retroviruses has been studied extensively. Retroviruses (RV) replicate via DNA proviruses, a name which was given to them on the basis of  similarities to 
the integration of  phages as DNA prophages by Howard Temin almost 50 years ago. At that time phages were much better understood than RV. RV infect host cells by dual 
receptor usage and even receptor changes, they are uncoated, replicate their two identical RNA genomes into DNA by means of  the reverse transcriptase (RT) and the linked 
Ribonuclease H, RNase H, and insert the DNA by means of  an integrase into the host genome by formation of  dinucleotides. RV are flanked by characteristic repetitive 
sequences, LTRs. Transcription and translation are regulated by viral promoters. Retroviruses will assemble and leave the cell by help of  a viral protease. RV are known for their 
ability to take up cellular genes and modify them to oncogenes which can cause cancer. A relative of  RV are the pararetroviurses which use their RT before leaving the cell in 
contrast to the retroviruses which leave the cell as RNA viruses and upon entry to a new cell use their RT. Pararetoviruses can therefore be misinterpreted as DNA viruses. 
All these steps are either related to or distinct from the world of  phages. Some of  these differences will be discussed and explained. There is e.g. no excision for RV. Furthermore 
lysogenic and lytic stages differ. Also there are no clear retrophages, even though one of  them is known as Phage Mu, which resembles RV in respect to integration. Mu’s integrase 
and insertion mechanisms are worth discussing. The Mu integrase was even chosen for drug design of  an HIV integrase inhibitor, Raltegravir. Futhermore the high integration 
frequency of  Mu was studied as proposed by B McClintock. There is another chimeric virus, a Retro-viroid in Carnation, a plant virus with RNA and DNA, and catalytic activity 
of  a ribozyme. How do DNA transposons and retrotransposons fit into this context? They do, since they code for related enzymes, such as the transposase and an RT, RNase H 
and integrase. To what extend horizontal gene transfer of  genes to generate oncogenes is related to phage mechanisms, may be worth analyzing.  Also the anti-viral cellular defense 
mechanisms are worth comparing. A question one may discuss is, why there are almost no retrophages. A model will be proposed. 
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